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Abstract. Vertical pro®les of nitric oxide in the altitude
range 90 to 105 km are derived from 553 nm nightglow
continuum measurements made with the Wind Imaging
Interferometer (WINDII) on the Upper Atmosphere
Research Satellite (UARS). The pro®les are derived
under the assumption that the continuum emission is
due entirely to the NO+O air afterglow reaction.
Vertical pro®les of the atomic oxygen density, which
are required to determine the nitric oxide concentrations, are derived from coordinated WINDII measurements of the atomic oxygen OI 557.7 nm nightglow
emission. Data coverage for local solar times ranging
from 20 h to 04 h, and latitudes ranging from 42°S to
42°N, is achieved by zonally averaging and binning data
obtained on 18 nights during a two-month period
extending from mid-November 1992 until mid-January
1993. The derived nitric oxide concentrations are
signi®cantly smaller than those obtained from rocket
measurements of the airglow continuum but they do
compare well with model expectations and nitric oxide
densities measured using the resonance ¯uorescence
technique on the Solar Mesosphere Explorer satellite.
The near-global coverage of the WINDII observations
and the similarities to the nitric oxide global morphology established from other satellite measurements
strongly suggests that the NO+O reaction is the major
source of the continuum near 553 nm and that there is
no compelling reason to invoke additional sources of
continuum emission in this immediate spectral region.
Key words. Atmospheric composition and structure
(airglow and aurora; thermosphere ± composition and
chemistry; instruments and techniques)
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1 Introduction
The source of the terrestrial nightglow continuum has
been a topic of active research for more than four
decades. Barbier et al. (1951) were the ®rst to ®nd
indications for the existence of a weak continuum
between characteristic nightglow features and Krassowsky (1951) was the ®rst to propose that the source of the
nightglow continuum was the chemiluminescent recombination of nitric oxide and atomic oxygen. Barbier and
Glaume (1960) claimed to have found evidence suggesting that the NO+O recombination reaction could not
be the only source of the nightglow continuum. They
reported correlations between the oxygen OI 557.7 nm
greenline and the nightglow continuum intensities that
were inconsistent with the NO+O source if the green
line emission rate scaled as [O]3. Subsequent groundbased observations by Gadsden and Marovich (1973)
and Sternberg and Ingham (1972) showed that the
general similarity between the spectral distribution of
the nightglow continuum and the NO+O chemiluminescence spectrum, as measured in the laboratory, did
not extend to wavelengths beyond 700 nm. Further
questions about the proposed mechanism were raised
when rocket measurements of the continuum reported
by Sharp (1978), Witt et al. (1981), McDade et al. (1984)
and McDade et al. (1986a) were used to derive concentrations of nitric oxide based on the assumption that the
NO+O reaction was the only continuum source. These
studies resulted in derived NO concentrations that were
signi®cantly larger than the NO concentrations obtained
from daytime measurements of resonantly scattered
sunlight in the (1,0) gamma band of NO.
The rocket measurements reported by Sharp (1978)
and Witt et al. (1981) were carried out at high latitude
during, or immediately after, auroral disturbances and
this may have caused the nitric oxide concentrations
and, therefore, the nightglow continuum intensities to be
elevated. However, the rocket measurements reported
by McDade et al. (1984) and McDade et al. (1986a)
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were carried out under relatively quiet geomagnetic
conditions, yet they still indicated very large nitric oxide
concentrations. McDade et al. (1986a) therefore questioned the validity of the NO+O mechanism and
showed that it certainly could not be the only source
of the airglow continuum in the red spectral region near
714 nm.
The unrealistically high NO densities required to
explain the rocket measurements of the green nightglow
continuum led Bates (1993) to argue that the NO+O
reaction could not be the major source of the continuum
in any spectral region.
In the present work we use green nightglow continuum measurements made by the Wind Imaging Interferometer (WINDII) on the Upper Atmosphere
Research Satellite (UARS) to re-examine this issue.
We derive nitric oxide densities from the WINDII
observations and assess how the derived densities
compare with model expectations and previous satellite
measurements.
2 Measurements, data processing and analysis
The WINDII instrument used to make the nightglow
continuum measurements is described in detail by Shepherd et al. (1993). The instrument is a limb-imaging ®eldwidened Michelson interferometer capable of measuring
airglow emission rates and their Doppler shifts and widths
in order to determine winds and temperatures in the upper
mesosphere and lower thermosphere. For the present
work we use WINDII observations of the emission
pro®les of the green nightglow continuum at 553.1 nm
and the atomic oxygen greenline emission at 557.7 nm.
The inclination of the UARS satellite is 57° and for
its nominal altitude of approximately 585 km the local
solar time (LST) of the observation point for a particular latitude drifts by approximately 20 min per day.
Therefore, 36 days of WINDII observations have to be
analyzed to achieve a complete local solar time coverage
of 24 h at each latitude. The present study uses WINDII
data covering latitudes from 42°S to 42°N for local solar
times ranging from 20 h to 04 h. The basic aim of this
investigation was to use WINDII oxygen greenline
measurements to derive vertical pro®les of the atomic
oxygen concentration, and then combine these atomic
oxygen densities with the WINDII continuum measurements in order to derive nitric oxide densities under the
assumption that the NO+O air afterglow reaction is the
sole continuum source.
As part of normal operations for obtaining winds
from the oxygen greenline WINDII measures both the
greenline limb intensity with a ®lter centred at 558.4 nm
and the background limb intensity using a ®lter centred
at 553.1 nm. This latter background channel, which has
a passband of 1.6 nm (FWHM), was used to determine
the nightglow continuum emission rates.
The binning procedures used for both the atomic
oxygen greenline and the background continuum were
identical. Since WINDII observes greenline emissions
on two days and two nights each week, 18 nights of

observations between November 10th, 1992 and January 9th, 1993 had to be analyzed in order to obtain the
desired latitudinal and local time coverage. Individual
pro®les of the greenline volume emission rates and the
nightglow continuum emission rates were zonally averaged and binned into intervals of 1 hour in LST and
6 degrees in latitude.
2.1 The nightglow continuum measurements
In the case of the nightglow continuum measurements
optical contamination arising from zodiacal light and
galactic light was subtracted from the measured limb
radiances prior to inversion to volume emission rates.
This was achieved using the tables for the brightnesses
of these extraterrestrial sources at 557.7 nm reported by
Abreu et al. (1982). The viewing directions associated
with each CCD-bin of WINDII's ®eld-of-view were
transformed into Geocentric Solar Ecliptic (GSE) and
Geocentric Equatorial Inertial (GEI) coordinate systems
in order to subtract the extraterrestrial contributions.
Since the maps provided by Abreu et al. (1982) are
partially incomplete, those WINDII measurements that
fell within the Abreu et al. (1982) data gaps were rejected. The uncertainties of approximately 2 Rayleigh/nm
in the zodiacal and galactic light contributions lead to
similar absolute uncertainties in the corrected WINDII
limb radiances. For example, at a tangent height of
95 km a typical corrected limb radiance is approximately 20 Rayleigh/nm so the uncertainty in the background
leads to an uncertainty in the corrected radiance of
approximately 10%. At a tangent height of 110 km a
typical corrected limb radiance is about 4 Rayleigh/nm
so the uncertainty in the corrected limb radiance is
approximately 50%. As with all nightglow continuum
measurements, extraterrestrial background correction is
an important issue. However, in the case of WINDII's
limb viewing geometry, which ampli®es the airglow
contribution relative to the background, background
correction is much less of a problem than it is for
ground-based continuum measurements as discussed by
Gadsden and Marovich (1973).
As the WINDII 553 nm limb measurements are
normally only used to correct the WINDII 558 nm
greenline limb observations, they were not automatically
inverted to volume emission pro®les by the WINDII
Scienti®c Data Production Processing Software (SDPPS)
eective at the time of this study. Because of this, the
inversion of the 553 nm continuum measurements had
to be carried out o-line. For this purpose a constrained
linear least squares ®tting routine with statistical
weighting was used and the inversion was based on the
assumption that the atmosphere could be approximated
by a set of 21 homogeneously emitting layers of 2 km
thickness, ranging from 75 km to 117 km. The inversion
was constrained by the condition that the sum of the
squared dierences between the actual measurements
and the reconstructed integrated emission rates was
equal to the sum of the variances of the brightnesses of a
single pro®le multiplied by 2/3:
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where x represents the solution estimate for the vertical
volume emission rate pro®le and y represents the
observed integrated emission rate pro®le. The K-matrix
elements, or geometric weighting functions, establish a
linear relationship between x and y with r2yi denoting the
variance of the i-th element of y.
2.2 The OI greenline measurements
and the vertical atomic oxygen pro®les
The greenline data used was WINDII level 2 data, where
the background contributions and dark current have
been subtracted, the conversion to Rayleigh units
carried out, and the integrated emission rate pro®les
inverted to volume emission rate pro®les using the
standard SDPPS software. Figure 1 shows a typical
greenline emission pro®le obtained by averaging all of
the pro®les within a particular local time/latitude bin.
Vertical pro®les of atomic oxygen were derived from the
greenline volume emission rates using the photochemical
model and empirical parameters described by McDade
et al. (1986b) together with the background densities
and temperatures given by the MSIS 86 model (Hedin,
1987). The McDade et al. (1986b) greenline model is
based on a Barth transfer mechanism and although the
actual greenline excitation mechanism is not yet fully
understood, this model is the one most widely used to
infer oxygen atom densities from greenline volume
emission rates. Since the MSIS 86 predictions for the
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vertical pro®les of temperature, [N2] and [O2] are not
strongly dependent on longitude, the required pro®les
for each LST/latitude bin were obtained from the MSIS
86 predictions for 0° longitude. Figure 1 shows an
example of an atomic oxygen pro®le derived from the
WINDII greenline emission rates.
2.3 The nitric oxide concentrations
In order to derive nitric oxide concentrations from the
nightglow continuum measurements and the atomic
oxygen pro®les we have assumed that the NO+O air
afterglow reaction is solely responsible for the measured
nightglow intensities. The air afterglow reaction involves
a two-body path:
k1k

NO  O ÿ! NO2  hm

2

with a wavelength dependent eective rate coecient k1k ,
and a three-body path:
k2k;M

NO  O  M ÿ! NO2  hm

3

The excited NO2 molecules may experience quenching,
with a wavelength dependent rate coecient k3k;M , or
they may emit with a spontaneous emission coecient
k4k . The combined contributions of these two paths
(McDade et al., 1986a) can be summarized as an
eective two-body rate coecient:
k;M
k
 k1k f1  dM
M= 1  qkM Mg
keff
k
with dM
k
for k1 ,

k2k;M =k1k

qkM

4

k3k;M =k4k .


and

To obtain values
k
dM
and qkM at 553 nm the laboratory mesurements of Becker et al. (1972) were used. Becker
et al. (1972) measured the wavelength dependence of the
eective two-body rate coecient with O2 as the third
body at eight dierent pressures and a constant
temperature of 296 K. In order to determine values for
k
and qkM at k =553 nm, we used the method described
dM
by McDade et al. (1986a) and it was assumed that the
k
:dOk 2 and qkN2 :qkO2 for k = 553 nm were the
ratios dN
2
same as those for k = 445 nm which was the wavelength
studied by Becker et al. (1972). The derived coecients
are shown in Table 1.
Since the experiments reported by Becker et al.
(1972) were carried out at a temperature of 296 K, the
temperature dependence of the rate coecients has to be
taken into account. For the three-body reaction path we
followed the example of McDade et al. (1986a) and used
the temperature dependence reported by Whytock et al.
(1976), i.e. the three-body component of the eective
Table 1. The required NO+O rate parameters for k = 553 nm

Fig. 1. A typical WINDII greenline volume emission pro®le (solid
line) and the atomic oxygen densities derived from it as described in
the text (open circles). This greenline pro®le was obtained by
averaging all of the pro®les within the local solar time/latitude bin
21±22 h/30°S-24°S

k1k
dOk 2
qkO2
k
dN
2
k
qN2

9.9
2.57
2.50
3.16
2.80

´
´
´
´
´

10)21
10)14
10)15
10)14
10)15

(photons/nm) cm3 molec)2 s)1
cm3 molec)2 s)1
cm3 molec)2 s)1
cm3 molec)2 s)1
cm3 molec)2 s)1
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two-body rate coecient was adjusted for atmospheric
temperature using a temperature correction factor given
by F(T) = exp(584 ´ (1/T ) 1/296)).
For the temperature dependence of the two-body
component two approaches, identi®ed as case A and
case B, were used. In case A it was assumed that the
two-body reaction, reaction 2, had no temperature
dependence. In the second case, case B, it was assumed
that the two-body component had a temperature
dependence as proposed by Sharp (1984), who suggested
an Arrhenius temperature dependence with a positive
activation energy of approximately 1 kcal mol)1.
Since the continuum emission rates are simply related
to the oxygen atom densities and nitric oxide densities
k;M
[O][NO], the nitric oxide densities can
by Vk = keff
be readily inferred from the measured continuum
emission rates and the local atomic oxygen densities.
Figure 2 shows a typical 553 nm nightglow continuum
pro®le measured by WINDII for the local solar time/
latitude bin 21±22hr/30°S-24°S and Figure 3 shows the
nitric oxide concentrations derived for this local solar
time/latitude bin using the case A and case B eective
two-body rate coecients. Note that the major source of
uncertainty in the derived continuum emission rates
originates from the extraterrestrial background correction discussed in Sect. 2.1 and this is re¯ected by the
error bars in Fig. 2. This propagates through to the
derived nitric oxide concentrations as shown in Fig. 3
which are also subject to any systematic errors in the
atomic oxygen densities derived from the greenline
observations using the McDade et al. (1986b) model.
Examples of how the atomic oxygen and derived
nitric oxide densities vary with altitude and local time
for one of the latitude bins are shown in Figs. 4, 5 and 6.
Figure 4 shows an atomic oxygen concentration contour
plot for latitudes between 30°S and 24°S as a function of

Fig. 2. The 553 nm nightglow continuum volume emission rates
measured by WINDII for the same local solar time/latitude bin as
Fig. 1

Fig. 3. The nitric oxide densities derived from the continuum
emission rates of Fig. 2 and the atomic oxygen densities of Fig. 1.
The solid line shows the densities obtained with the case A rate
coecients and the dashed line shows the densities obtained for case B

local solar time and altitude. The concentrations clearly
show the in¯uence of tidal eects, but a detailed
discussion of these tidal signatures is beyond the scope
of this work. For a discussion of these eects see
McLandress et al. (1996). Figures 5 and 6 show contour
plots of the nitric oxide concentrations derived using the
Fig. 4 atomic oxygen concentrations. The mean derived
nitric oxide concentration at 105 km is approximately
3.7 ´ 107 molecule cm)3 for case A and 6.3 ´ 107
molecule cm±3 for case B, averaged over the LST range
covered. Near the equator the derived nitric oxide
densities for adjacent LST/latitude bins show larger
variations than those between 30°S and 24°S. The mean

Fig. 4. A contour plot of the atomic oxygen densities derived from
the WINDII greenline measurements for the latitude bin 30°S to 24°S
as a function of local solar time and altitude
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Fig. 5. A contour plot of the nitric oxide densities derived from the
WINDII continuum measurements using the case A coecients for
the latitude bin 30°S to 24°S as a function of local solar time and
altitude

Fig. 6. A contour plot of the nitric oxide densities derived from the
WINDII continuum measurements using the case B coecients for
the latitude bin 30°S to 24°S as a function of local solar time and
altitude

nitric oxide density between 6°S and 6°N, at an altitude
of 105 km and averaged over local solar times from 20 h
to 04 h is about 1.75 ´ 107 molecule cm)3 for case A and
approximately 3.2 ´ 107 molecule cm)3 for case B.
3 Discussion
As already mentioned, rocket measurements of the
nightglow continuum in the green spectral region
(Sharp, 1978; Witt et al., 1981; McDade et al., 1984;
McDade et al., 1986a) have previously been used to
deduce pro®les of nitric oxide densities. Since the nitric
oxide concentrations obtained from these rocket studies
were signi®cantly larger than what would be expected
for airglow altitudes, the hypothesis that the NO+O air
afterglow reaction is the principal source of the night-
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glow continuum has been called into serious question
(McDade et al., 1986a; Bates, 1993).
An important result of the present analysis is that the
nitric oxide densities derived from the WINDII continuum measurements are about an order of magnitude
smaller than those obtained from the rocket experiments
and they compare much more favourably with model
expectations and other satellite-based nitric oxide measurements.
Nitric oxide densities have been measured by the
Ultraviolet Nitric Oxide Experiments (UVNO) on the
Atmosphere Explorer `C' and `D' satellites (Cravens and
Stewart, 1978) and by the Solar Mesospheric Explorer
(SME) satellite (Barth, 1992). Although the UVNO and
SME experiments provided only daytime nitric oxide
densities it is still meaningful to compare the UVNO and
SME densities with the present WINDII nighttime
densities since time dependent models do not predict
strong diurnal variations at the altitudes of interest
(Ogawa and Kondo, 1977) and the analysis of Stewart
and Cravens (1978) has shown that the diurnal variations in the nitric oxide densities below 110 km should
not be greater than a factor of about 2.
The SME nitric oxide densities reported by Barth
(1992) compare very favourably with the WINDII nitric
oxide densities especially when the solar cycle eects are
taken into account. Barth (1992) presents continuous
nitric oxide observations between 1982 when solar
activity was very high and 1986 when the solar minimum
was reached. The daily average 110 km nitric oxide
concentrations between 30°S and 30°N were reported to
vary from 1.6 ´ 107 molecule cm)3 to 3.3 ´ 107 molecule
cm)3 during the last two months of 1982 when the level of
solar activity was similar to that experienced at the time
of the WINDII observations. These SME densities
compare quite favourably with the case A WINDII
densities presented but it should be noted that the analysis
of the SME observations did not take optical depth
eects into account and the reported SME densities could
be underestimated by up to a factor of 2 (Barth, 1992).
In the case of the Atmosphere Explorer `C' UVNO
experiment, Stewart and Cravens (1978) reported zonally averaged peak nitric oxide concentrations of
2.5 ´ 107 molecule cm)3 for northern winter conditions
at latitudes slightly equatorwards of 30°. Cravens et al.
(1985) presented NO observations made on the Atmosphere Explorer `D' satellite during the winter of 1975±
1976 and reported maximum NO concentrations of
approximately 1 ´ 107 molecule cm)3 at latitudes
around 30°S. All of the reported UVNO peak concentrations at latitudes within the interval 0±30°S have
values below 2.5 ´ 107 molecule cm)3 and they are
therefore somewhat smaller than the densities derived
here from the WINDII observations. The dierences
between the WINDII and UVNO nitric oxide densities
are about a factor 2 for the case A scenario and a factor
of 4 for the case B scenario. However, it is important to
note that the AE-C and AE-D measurements were made
close to the end of solar cycle 20 when the level of solar
activity was signi®cantly lower than at the time of the
presently analyzed WINDII observations.
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Perhaps what is more signi®cant in the case of the
WINDII versus UVNO comparison is the similarity
between the latitudinal dependence of the UVNO and
WINDII nitric oxide distributions. Figure 7 shows the
latitudinal dependence of the nitric oxide densities
derived in this work for an altitude of 100 km. These
densities were obtained by averaging the nitric oxide
pro®les for each latitude bin over all available local solar
times. As the shapes of the plots are very similar for
both case A and case B we only present in Fig. 7 the case
B plot. For case A the densities are slightly lower with a
Southern Hemisphere (summer) maximum of about
3.2 ´ 107 molecule cm)3 at latitudes between 42°S and
36°S, and a Northern Hemispheric (winter) maximum of
about 2.5 ´ 107 molecule cm)3 at latitudes between
36°N and 42°N. The average equatorial nitric oxide
density is 2.0 ´ 107 molecule cm)3. Figure 7 shows two
important features. First, there is more nitric oxide at
higher latitudes, which is quite consistent with what is
currently known about nitric oxide global morphology.
Second, there is a greater abundance of nitric oxide in
the summer (southern) hemisphere, which was also
observed by Cravens and Stewart (1978). Figure 7
should be compared to Fig. 5a of Cravens and Stewart
(1978). The latter ®gure shows the latitudinal dependence of the UVNO zonally averaged instrument counts
and an estimate of the associated nitric oxide densities.
The densities decrease almost linearly between 30°S and
30°N with a discernible increase towards higher latitudes
in the Northern Hemisphere. Cravens and Stewart
(1978) also found that the best linear ®t through their
dataset led to approximate nitric oxide concentrations of
2.8 ´ 107 molecule cm)3 at 30°S and 2.3 ´ 107 molecule
cm)3 at the equator. The data used for Fig. 5a of
Cravens and Stewart were all obtained using northern
winter measurements made on days 334±045 of 1974
when the Ap index was less than 40 ± a condition that is

Fig. 7. The northern winter latitudinal dependence of the case B
nitric oxide concentrations at 100 km obtained by averaging the
pro®les for all available local solar times. The error bars show the
standard deviation of the densities used to obtain the average

also approximately satis®ed by the present WINDII
dataset. There were only two days during the 2-month
period of the WINDII observations when the Ap index
was larger than 40. The similarities between Fig. 5a of
Cravens and Stewart (1978) and the present Fig. 7 are
very striking and clearly the global morphology of the
nitric oxide densities derived from the WINDII nightglow continuum measurements is very similar to the
nitric oxide morphology established by the Atmosphere
Explorer UVNO experiments.
It seems, therefore, that the WINDII limb observations of the green nightglow continuum are quite
consistent with the NO+O air afterglow reaction being
the major source of the continuum at 553 nm. This
appears to contradict the results of the rocket experiments which measured much stronger continuum emission rates and derived much larger nitric oxide densities.
As already mentioned, in the case of the rocket
experiments of Sharp (1978) and Witt et al. (1981) this
might be explained by auroral enhancement of the nitric
oxide densities but auroral enhancement can not explain
the McDade et al. (1984) and McDade et al. (1986a)
observations.
The continuum volume emission rates reported by
McDade et al. (1984) and McDade et al. (1986a) are
about an order of magnitude larger than those derived
from the present WINDII limb observations. The green
continuum rocket measurements of McDade et al.
(1984) and McDade et al. (1986a) were obtained using
®lter photometers centred on 532 nm and 540 nm, with
passbands of 11 nm and 12 nm respectively; whereas the
WINDII observations were made with a ®lter centred on
553.1 nm with a passband of only 1.6 nm. In the case of
the WINDII measurements the only `known' contaminant is the OH Meinel (7±1) band which has a nominal
zenith airglow intensity of ~10 Rayleighs (Llewellyn
et al., 1978). The WINDII 553 nm ®lter captures less
than 1% of this band so the OH Meinel (7±1) band
contribution is insigni®cant except, possibly, at the very
lowest tangent heights, i.e., below ~90 km. In the case of
the McDade et al. (1984) and McDade et al. (1986a)
rocket experiments the major `known' contaminant was
the OH Meinel (6±0) band which would have been
captured with eciencies of ~72% and ~20% respectively. Since this band has a nominal zenith intensity
of only about 3 Rayleighs (Llewellyn et al., 1978), OH
(6±0) band contamination can not account for the
anomalously high continuum emission rates measured
in these rocket experiments. Clearly, the discrepancy
between the present WINDII nightglow continuum
measurements and the previous rocket measurements
can not be explained by interference from known
airglow sources. We suggest, therefore, that the narrow
passband WINDII instrument captured primarily the
NO+O continuum emission and that the wider ®lters
on the rocket photometers captured, in addition, some
other unidenti®ed weak nightglow features. As McDade
et al. (1986a) have pointed out, some other weak source
of emission must have contributed to their simultaneous
red continuum measurement at 714 nm and they speculated that it might be the (4±3) band of the O2
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atmospheric system. This hypothesis has recently been
con®rmed by Osterbrock et al. (1996) who have now
identi®ed the O2 atmospheric (4±3) band emission in
ground-based nightglow spectra obtained with the Keck
telescope.
It is also possible that the McDade et al. (1984) and
McDade et al. (1986a) rocket measurements may have
been contaminated by vehicle-induced emission, or
`rocket glow'. Vehicle-induced emission is a spurious
feature of rocket photometry measurements particularly
those of weak airglow features. As explained by
McDade et al. (1987), vehicle-induced emission can be
unambiguously identi®ed by a transient increase in the
zenith airglow intensity measured by a rocket photometer as it penetrates an airglow layer. Although transient
increases in signal were not observed in these rocket
experiments, vehicle-induced emissions can go unidenti®ed on the upleg of a rocket ¯ight if the natural
ambient nightglow zenith intensity decreases more
rapidly than the rate at which the transient vehicleinduced emission grows. It can also go unidenti®ed if the
transient has switched on before the ®rst photometer
data are acquired and this may have occurred in these
rocket experiments.
4 Conclusion
WINDII observations of the nightglow continuum at
533.1 nm have been used to deduce nitric oxide
concentrations under the assumption that the continuum arises solely from the NO+O air afterglow reaction.
The continuum volume emission rates derived from
these WINDII limb observations are substantially
smaller than those previously determined from in situ
rocket experiments. The nitric oxide concentrations
derived from the WINDII observations compare favourably with nitric oxide densities obtained from other
satellite experiments and the latitudinal gradient of the
deduced densities is consistent with what is known about
lower thermospheric nitric oxide morphology. The nitric
oxide cocentrations have been derived for two cases
which dier in the assumptions made about the
temperature dependence of the two-body NO + O
recombination reaction. Since the nitric oxide concentrations derived for these two cases are substantially
dierent there is a clear need for laboratory measurements of the temperature dependence of this important
reaction. The results of the analysis suggest that, at the
wavelengths observed by WINDII, the nightglow continuum can be adequately explained by the NO+O
reaction and there is no compelling reason to invoke
additional sources of nightglow emission at 5531 nm.
We are presently investigating the seasonal, longitudinal
and local time variations in the nitric oxide densities
derived from the WINDII continuum measurements
and the results of that work will be the subject of a
subsequent publication.
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